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Abstract. The evolution of how people communicate has greatly changed
and affected people in their daily lives. With everything becoming digitalized, people have different motivations on using various social networking
sites which they think is beneficial or suits them the most. Learning, in
general, has also been in the continuous transition of adapting new technologies in order to give people a more personalized environment. In this
research, peoples’ motivations on using social networking sites are identified and the social media honeycomb model by Kietzmann et al. (2012) is
criticized to determine if there are any gaps or if the model covers most of
the aspects of the motivations of people. The research was done qualitatively and data was gathered through semi-structured interviews and surveys. The results also reveal important matters such as Regulations, Authority, Trust and Privacy and these seems to be a pressing issue lately. In
the end, further research is necessary in determining the exact implications
of the topics mentioned with the motivations of people to share.
Keywords. Social Media, Motivation to Share, Motivation to Use, Social
Networking Sites.
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Introduction
The Greek philosopher Aristotle in his book Politics said it best in one of his most famous quotes
- “Man is by nature a social animal.” The need to interact and communicate forced humans to
evolve sounds into coherent languages when speaking face-to-face. As the need to communicate
across great distances became necessary, humans developed handwriting so that the message can
be passed on not only through word of mouth but also through written correspondences.
From the traditional letters, the invention of the telegraph in 1792 allowed messages to
be delivered over long distances a lot faster. And by the 1800s, the discoveries of telephones
and radio signals enabled people to communicate faster over long distances in real time. And
over the last 30 years, technology brought us computers, the internet, chats, blogs, forums, etc.
And when these technologies became very affordable, the explosion of communications through
communities enabled by technology became known as social media and/or social networking
sites (Edosomwan et al., 2011).
Nowadays, social networking sites (SNS) are an integral part of everyone’s life as people
have a natural tendency of getting updates on what is happening around them. People want
information instantaneously and most of it comes from the use of mainline SNSs (for example,
Facebook and Twitter). Accessibility to different types of information has in effect, increased
the content generated by users. Agichtein et al. (2008) have even mentioned in their paper that
people’s participation with content creation is increasing compared to just normal information
consumption. Chen et al. (2012) also stated that there is an overwhelming amount of data
generated which is arriving in scales of terabyte and even up to an exabyte. With this phenomena,
content creation clearly overpowers information consumption.
According to the paper of Dabbagh & Kitsantas (2012), there has been an increase of students’ usage of social networking sites with their academic endeavors, whether it may be in a
formal or informal way. Due to increasing awareness of social media usage, Dabbagh & Kitsantas (2012) continued to point out that systems used by higher educational institutions can
be made more personal if there was a successful assimilation of the SNS platforms. The SNSs
would primarily be concerned in creation of personal and social learning spaces. Manca &
Ranieri (2016) also believe that SNSs can be used “to deeply transform teaching and learning
practices as more social, open and collaboration oriented.” Sharing and getting access to various
information are relevant to learning as these can be used to “expand learning content” (Manca
& Ranieri, 2016).
People have different motivations on using SNSs. That is why this research aims to critically analyze their motivations on why they share information and how does SNS help them
achieve their purposes. Through analysis of the various motivations, this research aims to understand on why some people tend to use a certain SNS over others. It can also help higher
educational institutions to further encourage people to use, share information, and be part of
their community, just as like what people are commonly doing in the mainstream SNSs. The
paper then focuses on the following research questions:
1. What are the various motivations or reasons for people using social networking sites?
2. Are the elements of the Social Media Honeycomb model sufficient to cover all aspects of
people’s motivations?
In order to answer the main questions laid out above, few sub-questions are formulated to
help determine the possible factors affecting the motivations involved. These are:
• What kind of information is being shared?
• Why do people use social networking sites?
3

• What features in a social networking site do people find most important?
• Who benefits the most in a social networking site platform?
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, a literature review is
presented which explains related concepts and through this a model is conceptualized. It is
then followed by the research methodology which talks about how the research was carried out
and a results section presents the relevant outcomes of the research. Subsequently, discussions,
recommendations, conclusions and reflections are stated in sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.

1.
1.1.

Literature Review
Knowledge Sharing in Social Media

Knowledge can either be shared or just plainly used by people. In contrast, social media has
traditionally been used in sharing important information and has also allowed people to post
things whenever and wherever they want (Kane & Fichman, 2009). As stated by Toubia &
Stephen (2013), social media has transpired to be a major way of disseminating information. The
information of various social media shows that it heavily relies to the contributions of millions of
individuals known as ‘content providers’. According to Ma & Chan (2014), knowledge sharing
can be viewed as a key factor in the transformation of social knowledge to individual knowledge
and also from public knowledge to private knowledge.
Knowledge bases, or specifically social networking sites, should have a characteristic of
trust and in the research of Fang & Chiu (2010), trust has been cited as an important factor
which allows to build virtual relationships with regard to the integrity of information being
shared in this type of environment. There is a so-called “social exchange theory” that “people
feel obligated to reciprocate when they benefit from the actions of some entity.”
Ma & Chan (2014) also mentioned the “theory of the need to belong” where one is instinctively drawn to the sense of belongingness which can be viewed as one of the motivational
factors for social interactions. A strong relationship in social networking sites also triggers people to interact, communicate, and share knowledge in social networking platforms. Moreover,
Fang & Chiu (2010) observed that altruistic people are more enthusiastic to share knowledge
especially in a virtual community. Altruism can be seen as an important trait to lessen conflict among members in the community and to also foster participation in order for knowledge
sharing to occur (Ma & Chan, 2014).
Vuori & Okkonen (2012) also pointed out in their experiment that people are willing to share
knowledge if it is reciprocated and usually knowledge is shared altruistically to aid the growth of
the organization or other people. Respondents on Vuori & Okkonen’s research mentioned that
knowledge sharing could also be possible as long as it does not add more tasks on their current
workloads and if people find it beneficial to use the social media platform.
1.2.

Content Quality and Metrics

Use of various social media platforms encourages people to interact with others virtually and
one form of interaction would be sharing the knowledge which can also be referred to as “usergenerated content.” Chai et al. (2009) gave a definition to the term information overload, as the
“excessive user contributions of low quality.” In their work, content quality allows identification
and favorable comments (implicit user feedback) and quality ratings (explicit user feedback)
but Chai et al. (2009) argued that this should not be the only mechanism to consider content
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quality. Aladwani (2017) even defined compatible quality of social media as “the attitudes of an
individual user toward how well social media content supports his or her needs.”
Agichtein et al. (2008) have identified in their analysis of ‘Yahoo! Answers’ that there are
different criteria of content analysis namely:
•
•
•
•

Intrinsic content quality
User relationships
Usage statistics
Overall classification framework

To determine the intrinsic quality of the content, Agichtein et al. (2008) studied text-related
data that focused on: (1) Punctuation and typos; (2) Syntactic and semantic complexity; and (3)
Grammaticality. The aforementioned criteria helped in determining high quality content based
on text-related data, relationships among users, number of clicks for a certain item and text
classification frameworks.
In the work of Lu et al. (2016), it has been observed that the most noteworthy factor for
social media use is the “perceived important of sharing” while “self-regulation” ability negatively impacts some of the social media undertaking. Students who also participated in Lu et
al.’s research mostly engaged just in content consuming rather than content creation.
1.3.

Social Media Honeycomb Model

Figure 1: Social Media Functionality Honeycomb Model
There are various reasons for people to use SNSs and Kietzmann et al. (2012) have presented a honeycomb model (Figure 1) to further aid the understanding of the underlying causes
of the usage of SNS. The model was used to describe different aspects of social media user
experiences and also to understand how the different functionalities can be viewed in different
social media and the need for community engagement. The Honeycomb model contains seven
elements that depicts the motives of an individual’s point of view. As per Pereira et al. (2010)
and Kietzmann et al. (2012), the seven elements were explained as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Identity - a virtual representation of the person
Presence - knowing or determining the immediacy or interactivity of someone
Relationship - for building and creating connections with others
Reputation - how trustworthy a connection or a party can be and it can also be about the
truthfulness of the information being shared.
5. Groups - being a member or part of a certain association or community where there is a
common interest
6. Conversation - “the extent to which consumers communicate with each other”
7. Sharing - exchanging of information between people
Pereira et al. (2010) also stated that the honeycomb framework may be useful in analyzing
why people use or do not use various social media platforms for either personal or social goals.
It can also be inferred from Pereira et al.’s paper that the motivation for people behind using
SNSs would be different as some would focus more on Sharing (e.g. Youtube) and the others on
building Relationships (e.g. Facebook).
Serrano et al. (2015) scrutinized each of the elements of the Honeycomb model (Figure
1) to give a better understanding of what would be the effects of using SNSs in an academic
setting. It has also been mentioned in Serrano et al.’s paper that Identity has been put in the
center as it is “the most basic requirement” in an SNS. Through the usage and understanding
of the Honeycomb model, people in academia can give a more recent learning experience to
anyone who wants to learn or get new information.
1.4.

Learning

Facilitating information would be faster through the help of various SNSs thus, knowledge sharing can be categorized as a concept of learning. Panahi et al. (2012) stated in their paper that
through the new technologies, there would be new opportunities to share information within
people. There are two types of learning environments which incorporates ideas of the functionalities of SNSs and these are Self-Organizing Learning Environment (SOLE) and Personalized
Learning Environment (PLE).
1.4.1.

Self-Organizing Learning Environment (SOLE)

A famous experiment involving a computer connected to the Internet and placed into a wall in
an overcrowded urban district in India has been described by media as “the hole in the wall”.
According to Mitra & Dangwal (2010), self-organized learning can be achieved where the only
possible way one can learn is through a connected computer and no other sources. Thus having
a remote location is an ideal place as there was a limited access to Internet and children go to the
only computer to learn things on their own. Mitra et al. (2005) posits that learning, just by mere
curiosity on what people can do with the computers found in the wall without any supervision
is possible to achieve.
“The learning environment is characterized by its absence from adult intervention, openness and flexibility. It is observed that children tend to rely upon themselves to generate the
necessary learning environment, and to organize themselves for learning.” (Mitra et al., 2005).
In the said experiment, people, specifically the children, learned various topics ahead of
their time even without expert supervision. Mitra & Dangwal (2010) stated in their paper that
mediators, who acted as teachers, are someone who encourages the children to keep on doing
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what they do, it had a significant effect in improving self-organized learning. Mitra & Rana
(2001) further strengthened that the children involved in the experiment collaborated with each
other instead of doing tasks independently and it facilitated into a cooperative and collective
learning.
1.4.2.

Personal Learning Environment (PLE)

According to Majchrzak et al. (2013), there has been a growth in knowledge shared in an organization through the use of various social media tools. Learning through the use of social
media has also become highly self-motivated, but higher educational institutions are still stuck
on traditional platforms. Through the research of Majchrzak et al. (2013), it has been proved that
social media can make way for the creation of “Personal Learning Environments” that people
can learn and share their learning achievements, take part in collective knowledge generation
and to manage their own meaning making.
Due to the increasing awareness of the use of social media use, Dabbagh & Kitsantas
(2012) pointed out that in order to have a more learner-centered “personalized” education system, higher educational institutions should have the ability to assimilate social media platforms
that promote the creation of personal and social learning spaces. While in the work of Akbar
et al. (2013), the term “e-learning” has been identified as a way of learning through the use of
computer where a person, specifically a student, can learn courses through modules placed in
the Internet. Akbar et al. (2013) continued on stating that an E-learning platform should contain features of a social network site and can execute successfully the role of providing learning
through an electronic environnment. Furthermore, Ovadia (2014) mentioned that “academic social networks” should be more specific, catering to people associated with academic institutions
and specializing in academic activities like sharing papers and data.
According to the paper of Dabbagh & Kitsantas (2012), PLEs can be understood through
some points mentioned:
• “The outcome of social media tools has provided to learners for enabling them to create,
organize and share content.”
• “Inherently self-directed placing the responsibility for organizing learning on the individual.”
• “Consists of social media tools that allow students to gain competence or knowledge regardless of whether the tools enables interaction with another student about a class project
or going online to find examples or suggestions on how to approach a project.”
PLEs can be used not only in the educational sector but also for social and business processes (Alharbi et al., 2013). In addition, Attwell (2007) also put forward the idea that learning
through PLEs would be found in different cases and scenarios and will not only come from
a single learning provider. Wilson (2008) emphasized that PLE is not specifically a software
rather, “It’s an environment where people, tools, communities and resources interact in a very
loose kind of way.”
Gikas & Grant (2013) suggested that the use of social media facilitates mobile learning
through:
1. engaging learners with constant connectivity;
2. fostering collaborative learning; and
3. enabling authentic learning on the move
Lastly, collaborative activities, for example use of wikis and blogs, promulgates user generated
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content which then promotes sharing with other people what they know leading to an authentic
learning environment through social media tools.
1.5.

Framework

Figure 2: Social Networking System
Since the Social Media Honeycomb model is used to describe and understand different
aspects of the usage of social networking sites, it is appropriate to have it as a guide to view it in
a larger sense on how information is put in social networking platforms. People have information
that they want to put on social networking sites as a result of them being a natural social being
and in effect this affects their motivations on using and selecting the platforms on where it would
be best to share the information. Figure 2 illustrates the simple relationship between External
Environment (information) and the Social Networking Environment.
The term “Social Networking Environment” in Figure 2 can also be interchangeably used
with the term “Personalized Learning Environment”. As in this case, the interactions within
that environment are still the same but the only difference is that the platform is then used for
learning, for example, in university settings and the sites involved can still be considered as part
of the cylinder on the right which houses “social networking sites”.
People who use SNSs either to share or gain knowledge, can be treated as the main actors
in the cylinder which can be seen in the External Environment part of Figure 2 and it is also
viewed from the perspective of the Social Networking Environment.

2.

Research Methodology

First and foremost, the research has been done in a qualitative process. The information
gathered through literature review is an important part of this qualitative research as this is used
to formulate the questions for the interviews and the survey.
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2.1.

Interviews

Based from the literature review and the model being criticized, three sets of questions have
been thought of and the interviews were carried out in a semi-structured way. There are two
parts in the interview script; the first part contains general questions to get an overall picture of
the person’s usage and motivations in using SNSs and the last part is tailored per user category.
The list of questions used in the interviews can be found in the Appendix section.
The interviews have been conducted through snowball sampling as some of the participants
in the interview were referred by other participants as well. The backgrounds of the participants
involved in the interviews are as follows:
• academic/ research oriented,
• organizations/ business people and;
• common users (for example, students)
The types of experts interviewed were selected to gather insights from people working in
academia as the concepts of SOLE and PLE are being dealt with which strongly relates to
universities and higher educational institutions. Business people were also interviewed as it is
interesting to see how social networking sites are being used in that context and it could give a
different angle to companies’ reasons for choosing and using SNS.
2.2.

Survey

A survey has been sent out to verify if the results from the interviews, for example, the gaps
identified, are indeed valid and true. The survey is also useful to understand in a larger scope,
the various motivations of the people interviewed.
2.3.

Data analysis

The primary data for the research comes from the results of the interviews which were then
analyzed through a coding scheme (see Appendix). The coding scheme was done in order to
discern key findings which are beneficial to the survey that has been put out.
The results from the survey are considered secondary data as it would reinforce or suggest
new findings on what has been already said by the interviews.

3.

Results

The results section has been divided into two parts. The first part is dedicated to the results
of the interviews and the latter would be for the survey.
3.1.

Interviews

A total of 17 interviews have been conducted and the results are categorized in the following
themes in this section.
Social Networking Sites Used
The types of Social Networking Sites people use highly depends on the kind of information one
is willing to share and receive. For example, Respondent 4 mentioned that Instagram is used for
pictures whereas Facebook for exciting events or interesting topics. Meanwhile, Respondent 10
9

uses LinkedIn to “just show what I am doing.” Respondent 15 also said that the choice of SNS
“depends on the context” of information being shared.
Regardless of personal and professional use, the “big giants”, such as Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, LinkedIn and Whatsapp appeared to be the most used social networking sites as these
were almost always mentioned in the interviews. But there are also some other Social Networking Sites mentioned especially in the professional use. For example, Respondent 8 and 11
mentioned that Yammer has been used in their work environment and even their own Collaboration environment; and Respondent 14 stated that for them the use of Skype is the best one in
their work setting.
Reasons/Motivations Involved in Using SNS
Now we understand that the usage of SNS depends on the information being shared, but now
what? What exactly are the people’s motivation or reasons to even use them? The table below
(Table 1) shows some of the respondents’ answers on the topics of “To connect” and “To share
and get information.” These were mainly the motivations inferred from the interviews.
The statement of respondent 17, which is “People, nowadays, stay on social media just to
stay in touch with friends or because they would be left out if they were not there”, reinforces the
main reason of people being a social being. One other notable remark came from Respondent
14 in which it said that “Everybody has the feeling that they need to share their opinion and the
internet is safe, you can say whatever you want.”
Respondents 6 and 8 also stated that there could also be reasons for not sharing any information and these, as they said, could be the result of people who do not know the rules of
posting information in SNS; advertisers accessing private information and people choosing to
retaining to themselves important information for the sake of security.
The Social Media Honeycomb Model
The Social Media Honeycomb Model currently has seven elements and it is used to help identify potential reasons on why people use SNS. The elements “Reputation”, “Conversation” and
“Sharing” are the elements respondents deem as important elements in the model and in addition
to those, “Relationships” is the most evident element which was mentioned the most throughout
the entire interview process.
Identifying which elements are most important has made respondents think as it was a
difficult thing to do. This is due to the fact that it is really dependent on the SNS being used, as
also said by Respondents 3 and 17.
According to Respondents 1, 2, 3, 11 and 12, the model is already comprehensive, detailed, sufficient and complete and the elements captures the goals of users in using SNS. On
the other hand, suggestions were also given, for example, Respondent 2 suggested to add Trust
and Control; Respondent 7 proposed to add Legal Aspects; and Respondent 15 recommended
that maybe Privacy and Regulation can be added not as another elements in the model but as an
environment.
Respondents somehow had varied opinions when they were asked if Privacy should be a
separate element. Respondent 2 believes that Privacy should be separated from the Identity
element; Respondent 15 also thinks that it has a bigger role, but on the other hand Respondent 9
and 14 believes that it should remain on the Identity element.
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Table 1: Motivation Themes

THEME

MOTIVATIONS

To Connect

“Motivation is really social.” (Respondent 1)
“To become closer to friends, relatives, colleagues.” (Respondent 1 and 17)
“To connect to professionals.” (Respondent 2)
“To keep up with people who are not physically near.” (Respondent 6)
“To stay in contact with customers.” (Respondent 9)

To share and get information

“Disseminating information via lists/groups.” (Respondent
3)
“To share information that would help other people.” (Respondent 3)
“To show off.” (Respondent 4)
“To share articles, opinions.” (Respondent 4)
To show something involved with/proud of working with a
certain organization. (Respondent 9)
“Gathering knowledge.” (Respondent 11)
“Getting information about friends, news, politics.” (Respondent 7)
Strong connection with something being shared. (Respondent 12)

Professional use

Others

“To inform about new products.” (Respondent 6)
Advertisements and commercial purposes. (Respondent 9)
Creating collaboration environments. (Respondent 11)
“Just following people.” (Respondent 11)
Building a digital image. (Respondent 16)

SOLE and PLE
The concept of Self-Organizing Learning Environment is a “very good and brilliant idea” (Respondent 1). Some respondents are aware of SOLE and PLE and even used it in their working
environment or just for learning new things, Respondents 3 and 15 respectively. Nonetheless,
only a few recognize the concept and still needs more promotion as also viewed by Respondents
15 and 16.
On the other hand, the integration of SNS functionalities to make a more personalized
learning environment has been viewed by some of the respondents as a good idea. Furthermore,
Respondent 3 viewed it as necessary and believes that it can even extend the student-teacher
interaction beyond the traditional face-to-face learning setting. Respondent 1 also thinks the
same but they consider that it is also important to think of how can it be done exactly; it can
be an interesting way to share knowledge (Respondent 16). While Respondent 10 thinks that
the integration of functionalities can be part of personalizing learning environment, it is still not
necessary to do so. Respondent 11 also said that it is dependent on the use-case and based from
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Respondent 15’s experience, it is “not really engaging.”
As how Respondent 17 has put it, “Social media is becoming very important everywhere”,
but Respondent 5 suggested that people should not think about the medium of what SNS to use
and some people would not want to mix the use of social media into professional or university
settings (Respondents 6 and 7).
Regulations or Laws set by Governments
The government’s imposition of regulations or laws that revolve around the usage of Internet
might directly affect people who consume and use the information in it. For example, in European Union, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been the “talk of the town”
for the past several months as it would entail a lot of requirements and procedures that involves
in maintaining peoples’ private information. Regardless of laws or regulations, most of the respondents feel that users do not really care about it (Respondents 2 and 12) and the use, for
example of Facebook, would still be the same (Respondent 6). People would feel more secured
in sharing (Respondent 6), would have more rights (Respondent 7) and more aware of what to
share (Respondent 10).
The effect of such laws would be more towards the companies as there would be big fines
for non-compliance to the set of rules indicated (Respondent 5, 9, 11, 12). “People need to
understand that there is only this much that social media can do to protect their data. It is them
who share things in the first place.” (Respondent 17)
Regulations or laws still needs to be further examined if it would really give more benefits
to individuals though it has a more direct impact to companies which are usually affected with
big fines.
Determining Reliable and Trust-worthy Informations
There are no definite set of criteria in determining the reliability and trustworthiness of the information people are getting through various SNS. The basic notion tends to be, as stated by
Respondent 1, “The information you receive is trustworthy if it is from a trustworthy source.”
But how would one know if the source is credible? Respondent 3 for example checks or subscribes to pages like Business Insider, TechInsider, etc. and if papers are involved it is best to
check it with publications, articles and online journals and how data is used and its origin (Respondent 2). These kinds of sources can be viewed as “established institutions” and can be used
to validate information like what Respondent 11 does. If the information the respondents get
looks bizarre or fishy, almost all of them do the following:
1. Be skeptical (Respondent 4)
2. Cross-check/double-check/verify with other sources and if the information is consistent
with other sources then it is true (Respondents 1, 4, 10, 12, 14 and 17).
3. Usually ask how the data was used and where the data come from (Respondent 2 and 9).
4. Use common sense (Respondent 5).
5. Analyze wording/url/site content (Respondent 15).
6. Look outside of social networking group one belongs to (Respondent 17).
Respondents based the authenticity and trustworthiness of the data they find through their
own experiences and this might not always be reliable as different people have different experiences. Although there are no set metrics defined, the list mentioned above can be used as a
guide for future approaches for doubtful information.
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3.2.

Survey

A total of 60 respondents have filled out the survey with 50% coming from the age group of
between 25 to 30 years old. Some of the results have been tabularized and can be seen in the
Appendix.

(a) SNS - Personal Use

(b) SNS - Professional Use

Figure 3: Pie charts of SNS in both Personal and Professional Use
The two pie charts in Figure 3 show clearly the preference of the respondents on which SNS
to use based on personal and professional reasons. Other SNSs used for personal purposes are as
follows: Reddit, Google+ and Viber. Meanwhile for professional use are: magnet.me, Google
Classroom, Skype for in-house communication, Pinterest and StackOverflow. While in Figure
4, it can be inferred that people use SNS primarily to keep in touch with family and friends,
with it having 22.53%. Other purposes mentioned in using SNS are: to just look around, to see
memes, for entertainment, due to boredom and promote work.

Figure 4: Purposes in Using SNSs
Figure 5 shows us that the elements Conversations, Relationships and Sharing appear to be
one of the most important elements in the Honeycomb model deemed by the respondents of the
survey.
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Figure 5: Most Important Element in the Social Media Honeycomb model
They were also asked on what feature not currently in an SNS they would most like to see.
The following are some of the answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

One should be able to see who is using/downloading his photo/information.
Background checking for credibility.
Tracking contacts
A dashboard listing all the people or companies that accessed a given user’s data and for
what purpose where these data accessed.
An option wherein a user can put his data in a “safe” e.g like your own safe at home. The
companies who develop SNSs can provide this service and the user can take out what ever
info he wants to share in an SNS.
Fact checking resources and references checking.
Virtual reality
Removing bulk of friends easily
The ability to see the meta data of an information. ’Opt-out of everything’ functionality.
Users need to be able to choose which functions they want to use and to approve what
data is used and how it is used. Also the use of functionality should never be limited by
companies on the basis of refusing to give your information when that information is not
required for the given feature.

On the other hand, the following is the list of features respondents most dislike:
1. Advertisements
2. Too easy to create an account to the point that anonymous and fake accounts are proliferating.
3. Posting false information
4. The “seen” status
5. Comment section. People would put in unverified info and then making fanatics believe.
6. The more followers you have, the better you are perceived
7. Algorithm involved
8. People can save photos without the user’s knowledge
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By analyzing some of the identified things, which can be seen from the lists above, there
could be a potential improvement on how people interact and use SNSs as now there is somewhat
of an enlightenment on what they like and dislike in various SNS.

4.

Discussion

“No man is an island” is a famous quote from an English poet that is often used to explain
that no one can live by their own and needs communities or other people to grow and develop
themselves. This is essentially true as people are naturally a social being and this is also one
of the statements given by one of the respondents in the interviews conducted. Whether we are
talking about physical or digital connections, people have the tendency to belong to a certain
group where they feel comfortable being part of it but obviously there are triggers, or some
would say motivations, on why people join communities. As Ma & Chan (2014) have stated,
the relationships people formed in an online environment is basically the extension of their
relationships in the real world. People use SNS as an “efficient way to stay in contact with their
friends.”
In studies made by Harvard neuroscientists, Tamir & Mitchell (2012) summarized that the
“findings suggest that the human tendency to convey information about personal experience
may arise from the intrinsic value associated with self-disclosure. Studies of human conversation have documented that 30-40% of everyday speech is used to relay information to others
about one’s private experiences or personal relationships, and recent surveys of Internet use indicate that upwards of 80% of posts to social media sites (such as Twitter) consist simply of
announcements about one’s own immediate experiences.”
The type of SNSs used clearly depends on whether it will be used personally or for work or
professional purposes. Regardless of it, it is still evident from the results of both the interviews
and surveys that the main reason why people use social networking sites is to connect to other
people, for example, family, friends and/or colleagues. The second reason, also noticeable from
both results, is to find information. With these reasons, it gives clearer understanding on the first
research question posed at the beginning of this research.
Nowadays, people are living in a highly digitalized world and that also entails frequent
exposure to and from digital tools, such as the internet and various SNS tools. This is attested
by 92% of the respondents of the survey that said that they use SNS everyday. An interesting
outcome is the engagement of people using SNS during the times when they are on the way to
work and in the afternoon when going home, which is around 37% meaning the heaviest use of
SNS is during the commute. Likewise, almost 28% are online just before going to sleep. It can
also be assumed that networking amongst friends are mostly done during these times so if one
needs to share news, connect, chat or search then this would be the best time. For companies,
marketing campaigns or information bursts can be targeted during those times.
The proliferation of fake news have been annoying people as it can also affect how people
engage in an SNS. Despite the growing number of fake information circulating online, more
than half of the respondents of the survey double check the information they see with other
trusted websites and also apply common sense with anything they see or hear. Their approach
to this might be the effect of how they were taught not to believe everything they see and always
do fact checks, as most respondents have high educational degrees.
Regulations or laws have been put out recently by governments to protect and give people
rights. Regulations such as the GDPR in the European Union mostly affects the companies
that handle the information of residents in the EU. If companies do not comply they could be
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severely fined but it does not have a strong, direct effect to ordinary people. It just gives them
more security and awareness of what should and should not be done for example in sharing
information through the internet.
With people getting more acquainted with the digital world, it is also important for established institutions, like universities, to gradually adapt and integrate new technologies into their
systems. Personalizing learning has been growing popularity lately but people are still torn on
whether this should be the case. There is just a tiny gap between people who want it to be
possible against people who think that universities should stay the way they are. On the other
hand, almost half of the respondents of the survey agree that it is also good to encourage SNS
technology in learning at schools.
Meanwhile, the Social Media Honeycomb model has been used to distinguish the various
motivations of people using SNS. The applicability of the model is highly dependent on which
SNS is being used, nevertheless, the elements “Relationships”, “Conversation” and “Sharing”
appeared to be the most favored among the others. This is also in line with the motivations
people have stated and more than half of the respondents of the survey think that the model is
comprehensive enough.
When respondents were asked of what might be a good element to be added to the honeycomb model, most of them said that Privacy should be made a separate element as this encompasses bigger things. Currently, it is coupled in the “Identity” element but whether to move
forward in making it another element is still questionable as some deem it as not a necessary
action. “Control (Authority)” also came out as having the highest percentage based from the
results of the survey. This means that people value the control or ownership they could get
handling the information, probably their own, that is in the Internet.

5.

Recommendation

One of the aims of the research was to identify if the elements in the Social Media Honeycomb model are sufficient enough in covering the aspects of people’s motivations. Most of
the respondents confirmed the model as sufficient and said that it is already comprehensive but
there are some bigger aspects to consider. Criticizing the model gave insights to some integral
factors that influences the motivations of people on using SNSs. These insights can be seen in
Figure 6 as a pyramid that encapsulates the elements of the honeycomb model.

Figure 6: Integral Factors Affecting the Honeycomb model
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Regulation is put at the top of the pyramid (Figure 6) as it usually acts as guidance for
everyone to follow and it imposes sanctions to whoever party violates the agreed rules. Control is
also considered as it may result to authority. In the case of university websites, the content people
see and get within it is highly controlled and carefully selected by the institution. Universities
also provide their own platforms which students use to formally get information and also for
example, submit papers or assignments. Trust is really important thus, it was added as part of
the three factors. It involves the issue of how data is being used and on the data one receives. If
this is broken, like what happened with the Cambridge Analytica issue, it would result to nonusage of certain platforms as people might perceive the SNS as not worth their time anymore.
Figure 7 shows how the honeycomb model would fit in the Social Networking Environment.
As people (placed in the External Environment) use and share SNSs for whatever the purpose
it may be, their motivations would be affected by the elements in the honeycomb model as well
as the identified factors in the pyramid. These elements would always be present in any social
networking environments.

Figure 7: The Interrelationships of Social Networking

6.

Conclusion

The goals of the research were to identify the various motivations involved in the usage of
SNSs and to identify if there are any gaps on the Honeycomb model. Based from the results
of both the interviews and the survey, it can be concluded that Social Networking Sites (SNSs)
are used mostly to connect to people whether it may be a friend, family member, colleagues or
just any random person. Figure 3 shows that for personal reasons, people mostly use Whatsapp,
Facebook and Instagram and in professional settings it would be either LinkedIn or ResearchGate. It reinforces the motivations on personal grounds to connect with family and friends, chat
and share personal information. On the other hand, for professional scenarios, networking with
fellow professionals and researching for information are the primary reasons. In summary, Figure 4 reinforces those motivations that had the highest scores: (1) keep in touch with family
and friends; (2) find information; (3) share photos; (4) share experiences; and (5) make new
professional and business contacts.
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Frequency and the time during the day also contributes to people’s behavior when using
SNSs. It is also interesting to know, based from the results of the research, that people also
heavily use SNSs in their commutes and the last thing they do before going to sleep and this
could probably give valuable insights for marketers to exploit to place for example, their targeted
advertisements in these strategic times.
The respondents of the survey are mostly among the Youth (below 25) and the range between 25 to 30 years old. Age groups might play an indirect and important role as to how people
engage with SNSs. People exposed to technologies since a young age could have different ways
or even motivations to use SNSs compared to people who got exposed to it on a later time period.
Most perceive the honeycomb model as complete and sufficient but topics like privacy still
divide people on whether it should be a separate thing or not. One thing is for sure, the ‘Privacy’,
is one of the key themes that need more discussions and insights especially with all the issues
surrounding personal data. In line with Privacy matters, respondents hope to see features that
would enable them to monitor the data they post in SNSs and functionalities to determine ‘fake
news’. The feature people perceive as the most important is about sharing information in SNSs
and the ability to make new connections with people. Recent functionalities, like ‘Live’ and
‘Events’, gave another reason to people to go back in using SNSs. The question of who is
benefiting the most in various SNSs remains trivial yet most of the respondents (interviews and
survey) feel that the people using SNSs and the people maintaining these platforms both gain
from it. This synergy also reinforces the concept illustrated in Figure 7.
The Interrelationships in a Social Networking (Figure 7) can be extended to take into consideration a broader understanding of the External Environment. People are considered part of
the External Environment which is responsible in sharing information and in using SNSs they
can get something in return but this can be viewed as the traditional way of looking at sharing
information. Not only information and knowledge (not only facts) can be shared but also emotions, affections or even plain insights. ‘Regulations’, ‘Authority’ and ‘Trust’ were not included
as integral parts of the Honeycomb model but it was added as additional factors enveloping it.
It was done as respondents felt that the elements can be examined in a broader sense and adding
to the main honeycomb is not anymore necessary.
There is no defined set of metrics on how people identify the authenticity of the information
they get through SNSs. People just rely on their experiences and do multiple cross-checking to
other established institutions and checks whether the information is consistent. It can also be
inferred that recent trends and improvements on the tools used by people indicate that learning
is another area gaining momentum especially in professional setting.
Lastly, there are preferred SNSs being used that delineates what is personal (families and
friends) from professional (colleagues) and these dictate the nature and amount of information
that is shared and consumed. It is also important that people are informed of their rights and are
made aware that anything posted on the Internet is considered public. With new privacy laws
and proliferation of fake news, it may result to a change in SNSs habits especially on personal
use. The motivations on the professional use may be impacted by recent privacy regulations
as they will be cautious in sharing information and will verify if the information is authentic.
Regardless of the regulations that help protect individuals’ interests, it is still important for
people to know how to properly interact especially through various SNSs. There might not be
any specific metrics to rely on in determining rightful information but it is always safe to double
check everything and not instantly believe everything that can be seen.
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7.
7.1.

Reflection
Limitations

Despite a lot of scientific articles that have been written with regards to social networking sites
there are still only few articles which really focused on the motivations of people in general.
Additionally, the number of respondents of the survey was just sixty and it was just posted
through the author’s social network. Likewise, most of the interviews were conducted in the
Netherlands where technology is more advanced compared to other countries. Motivations may
be different in other countries where access to certain SNSs are limited and/or mostly costly.
The research focused on two aspects: (1) identifying the various motivations involved on
why people use SNSs and; (2) criticizing the completeness of the Honeycomb model. The new
suggested framework was conceptualized based on the answers of the respondents but it has not
been tested.
7.2.

Future Research

It might be interesting for future research to check the identified integral factors if it would
still hold true to a larger target audience. Getting more respondents from people with academic/research background would also be an interesting thing as most of the respondents came
with a business background.
It is also compelling to see if there would be other motivations that would arise if social networking sites can be profiled in different aspects such as: (1) academic - research and teaching;
(2) business - advertising and customer support; and (3) personal - family and work. Through
such profiling, there can be a holistic understanding of what needs to be improved as there are
different motivations involved with respect to what kind of SNSs are used.
Age group should also be considered in future researches as it is fascinating to see how
different age groups interact with SNSs. Different motivations might arise as it would also be
connected to how frequent people use and their interests on staying in SNSs.
Lastly, most of the respondents said that their main motivation to stay on SNSs is primarily
to connect with people but factors such as Privacy, Trust, Regulations should also be examined
further if it would change the behavior of how people interact with SNSs.
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8.

Appendix

8.1.

Interview Questions

General Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What Social Networking Sites (SNS) do you use for personal and work purposes?
What kind of information do you share?
Do you mostly use SNS for personal reasons or for work purposes?
Which SNS do you prefer?
Does different SNS affect the information people share? Why?
What are the main reasons/motivations of people for sharing information?
What set of functionalities in an SNS do you think are the most important?
Based on the Honeycomb model, can you identify which elements mostly relate to your
motivations/meets your purpose?
9. What do you think are other elements that needs to be included in the model (if there are
any)?
10. Which benefits the most in the sharing of information, the people who share information
or the company behind the websites?
11. Would there be different motives based on the age group of people using SNS?
For Academic People:
1. Are there other SNS used in the academe to share information? What are those?
2. Do you think that ResearchGate or any similar SNS satisfies everything you need in terms
of sharing information?
3. Do you think Self-Organizing Learning Environment should be promoted?
4. Do you think universities should integrate social networking functionalities in creating a
more personalized learning environment?
5. How do you know that the information you get is reliable and trustworthy?
6. What do you do when you encounter misleading (“fake news”) information?
For Business People:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How does information sharing benefit you and the company?
Do you think that using SNS help achieve company’s business agendas?
Is using SNS successful for the company?
How do you comply with the regulations set by the government (e.g. GDPR)?
Do you have certain metrics to determine the quality of information you currently have?
What do you do when you encounter misleading (“fake news”) information?

For Users (Students):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

8.2.

Do you have any prior experiences with SOLE and PLE?
Do you think that the concepts of SOLE and PLE should be promoted?
What current SNS do you use in relation to your studies?
What can be done in order to increase interaction with “academic-related” SNS?
Do you find enough information on what you need in an academic SNS?
Given the issue that surrounds Facebook’s “data leak”, would this have an effect on how
you use the said SNS?
Survey Questions
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Questionnaire for Survey
Start of Block: Introduction
The thesis is focused on identifying the various motivations of why people share information and on why
they use social networking sites.

The survey will take around 10 minutes to complete.

Thank you in advance.
End of Block: Introduction
Start of Block: Default Question Block
Q1 Which age group do you belong to?

o Youth ( below 25 ) (1)
o 25 - 30 years old (2)
o 30 - 40 years old (3)
o 40 - 50 years old (4)
o > 50 years old (5)
Q2 What is your gender?

o Male (1)
o Female (2)
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Q3 What is the highest degree you have achieved?

o High-school (1)
o Bachelors (2)
o Masters (3)
o PhD (4)
Q4 What is your current working experience?

o Working in an office (1)
o Working outside the office (2)
o Student (3)
o Working in a Research/Academic Field (4)
Q5 How often do you use social networking sites?

o Everyday (1)
o A few times a week (2)
o A few times a month (3)
o Never (4)
Skip To: Q8 If How often do you use social networking sites? = Never
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Q6 On average how much time do you spend per day?

o Less than 1 hour (1)
o 1 -2 hours (2)
o 2 - 12 hours (3)
o More than 12 hours (4)
Q7 What time in the day do you mostly use social networking sites?

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Morning - After waking up (1)
On the way to work (2)
Lunch break (3)
Afternoon - Going home (4)
Evening - Before sleeping (5)
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Q8 What social networking sites (SNS) do you use for personal purposes? More than 1 answer is
possible.

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Facebook (1)
Instagram (2)
Snapchat (3)
LinkedIn (4)
Twitter (5)
Whatsapp (6)
Others: (7) ________________________________________________
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Q9 What social networking sites do you use professionally? (For work and/or research purposes)
More than 1 answer is possible.

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Facebook (1)
Instagram (2)
LinkedIn (3)
Twitter (4)
Whatsapp (5)
ResearchGate (6)
Mendeley (7)
Yammer (8)
WeChat (9)
Others: (10) ________________________________________________
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Q10 What is your purpose in using social networking sites? More than 1 answer is possible

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

To find information (1)
To play games (2)
To make new friends/connections (3)
To keep in touch with family and friends (4)
To make new professional and business contacts (5)
To ask for opinions (6)
To share experiences (7)
To share photos/videos/music (8)
Other purposes: (9) ________________________________________________
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Q11 Through various literature I have found about "The Social Media Honeycomb model" which
comprises of 7 elements. Which elements for you are the most important and meets your motivations?
More than 1 answer is possible.

Presence - For creating and managing reality, intimacy and immediacy of the context
Relationships - For building and creating connections to other people
Reputation - How trust-worthy one becomes to other people
Groups - To be a member of a certain community or organization
Conversations - Using social networking sites to communicate to other people
Sharing - The extent to which consumers exchange, distribute and receive contents
Identity - Virtual representations of people

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Presence (1)
Relationships (2)
Reputation (3)
Groups (4)
Conversations (5)
Sharing (6)
Identity (7)
It is also dependent on the social networking site used. (8)

Q12 Do you think that the social media honeycomb model has any gaps and more elements should be
added?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
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Display This Question:
If Do you think that the social media honeycomb model has any gaps and more elements should be added? =
Yes

Q13 For you, what elements should be added in the honeycomb model? More than 1 answer is possible

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Privacy (1)
Power (2)
Control (Authority) (3)
Trust (4)
Integration (5)
Others: (6) ________________________________________________

Q14 Which benefits the most in the social networking sites?

o People who are using social networking sites and sharing information on it (1)
o People/Company behind the social networking sites (2)
o Both (3)
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Q15 What do you do when you encounter misleading ("fake news") information? More than 1 answer is
possible.

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Use common sense (1)
Check other trusted websites/news sites (2)
Check if there are scientific articles/publications for it (3)
Believe what friends think about it (4)
Nothing. Just believe everything you see. (5)
Others: (6) ________________________________________________

Q16 Do you think regulations or laws (for example GDPR in European Union) affect how people use and
share information?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Display This Question:
If Do you think regulations or laws (for example GDPR in European Union) affect how people use and s... =
Yes

Q17 Does it affect more of the individuals or more of the companies?

o Individuals (1)
o Companies (2)
o Both (3)
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Display This Question:
If Do you think regulations or laws (for example GDPR in European Union) affect how people use and s... =
No

Q18 Why do you think so?
________________________________________________________________

Display This Question:
If Does it affect more of the individuals or more of the companies? = Individuals
Or Does it affect more of the individuals or more of the companies? = Companies
Or Does it affect more of the individuals or more of the companies? = Both

Q19 Why do you think so?
________________________________________________________________

Q20 What feature that is currently not available on social networking sites would you most like to see?
________________________________________________________________

Q21 What feature of social networking sites do you most dislike?
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: Default Question Block
Start of Block: Block 1
Q22 Should universities or higher educational institutions incorporate social networking sites
functionalities to their own websites for a more personal learning environment?

o Yes (1)
o Maybe (2)
o No (3)
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Display This Question:
If Should universities or higher educational institutions incorporate social networking sites functi... = Yes
Or Should universities or higher educational institutions incorporate social networking sites functi... = Maybe
Or Should universities or higher educational institutions incorporate social networking sites functi... = No

Q23 Why do you think so?
________________________________________________________________

Q24 Do you agree that social networking technology for learning in colleges/schools should be
encouraged?

o Strongly agree (1)
o Agree (2)
o Fair (3)
o Disagree (4)
o Strongly disagree (5)
End of Block: Block 1
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8.3.

Interview Coding Scheme
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Respondent 1 – Lecturer
Interview date: 12/05/2018
Respondent 2 – PhD Student
Interview date: 11/05/2018
Respondent 3 – Professor
Interview date: 18/05/2018
Respondent 4 – Working in Marketing
Interview date: 11/05/2018
Respondent 5 – Product Owner for a Startup Company
Interview date: 15/05/2018
Respondent 6 – Working in Marketing and Creation of Knowledge Bases
Interview date: 11/05/2018
Respondent 7 – Software Developer
Interview date: 10/05/2018
Respondent 8 – Information Advisor
Interview date: 22/05/2018
Respondent 9 – Advisor
Interview date: 23/05/2018
Respondent 10 – Social Media Manager
Interview date: 11/05/2018
Respondent 11 – Enterprise Architect
Interview date: 23/05/2018
Respondent 12 – Product Owner – Marketing
Interview date: 11/05/2018
Respondent 13 – Business Analyst – Information Management
Interview date: 24/05/2018
Respondent 14 – Change Manager
Interview date: 11/05/2018
Respondent 15 – Master’s Student
Interview date: 09/05/2018
Respondent 16 – Master’s Student
Interview date: 15/05/2018
Respondent 17 – Master’s Student
Interview date: 11/05/2018
Topic
Quote
Social Networking Sites
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “I use Facebook and Whatsapp for social purposes.”
– Personal Use
Quote #2 (Respondent 2): “I actively use personally is LinkedIn.”
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Quote #3 (Respondent 4): “For personal I use Facebook, of course, Instagram,
LinkedIn and Twitter, Whatsapp.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 6): “I have Twitter but I do not use it to share just to read. I
am in some private forums for professional network and I share things on there but it
is a private forum, Slack. I am not sure if that really counts.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 7): “I mean I would use Facebook to keep up to date with
friends but it is getting less and less. Maybe just a couple of times a week.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 8): “Personally, I take pictures so I use WordPress, a
photoblog. That is linked to Instagram, I add it manually and it is a copy.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 8): “I use Facebook, quite a lot maybe too much.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 8): “I use Twitter sometimes to look up things but I am
getting bored about small messages. I kicked off Telegram but I use Messenger but
that is more or less Facebook. I use Skype but that is not a social media platform.
Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, Wordpress, Flickr but that is a photo site.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 9): “Personal, I use Facebook, LinkedIn and Whatsapp.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 11): “For personal use I use Twitter, I am on Facebook but I
do not use this very often. Instagram, it is the same, I am on it, I have an account but I
do not use it very often. More on Twitter, to check the people I follow, the news,
those kinds of stuff.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 12): “I have Facebook and I am in there a lot but I do not
really post a lot. So the last time I posted was probably 6 months ago. Twitter I use
sort of often. I read a lot of the stuff that goes on Twitter and I do react on them.
Instagram is my heaviest one, the one I frequently use and upload photos and use to
connect to a lot of people. I also use LinkedIn.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 14): “Yes. LinkedIn, Facebook.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 15): “Personally I use Facebook and Instagram.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 16): “For my personal life, I use Facebook.”

Social Networking Sites
– Professional Use

Quote #15 (Respondent 17): “Personally, I use Facebook to stay in touch with my
friends mostly. Instagram, Snapchat, LinkedIn, Whatsapp and Telegram, that is a new
one from my roommates because they do not want to use the other ones.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “I use Whatsapp also for work.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 2): “I actively use professionally is LinkedIn.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 4): “For work, as I said I personally do not post anything but
if we need to post something then we use Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 7): “I also use LinkedIn for professional purposes like
finding jobs.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 8): “I use LinkedIn as a networking tool specifically
professionally.”
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Quote #6 (Respondent 8): “We use Whatsapp, loads of it. But we are looking into
maybe Signal.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 8): “The aim is that people in government can exchange
knowledge, information, data, word or documents working stuff together. So inside
the building you internet, you have extranets, you have everything that normal
conversation uses. We used to use Yammer but now it is paid contract so we stopped
using Yammer which was not very widely used. But in the government we have a big
sharepoint site which is called the collaboration site.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 8): “There is no social community platform yet in
government and they are finding out now that they want something like that.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 9): “Here (work) we use our Sharepoint environment and
there we have the Mysites.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 11): “For work we use Jammer and IBM Connections. We
also use Collaboration. That are the main systems.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 12): “For business, I use Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn
mostly. We have some Google+ accounts as well but we are in the process of retiring
them.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 14): “We use Skype to communicate with each other, our
colleagues. That is our way of communication especially when you need to
communicate to India that is the best one to use.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 15): “For work it is LinkedIn.”

Social Networking Sites
for both Personal and
Professional Use

Quote #14 (Respondent 16): “For my professional life or for my work I use
LinkedIn.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 3): “Both personal and for work, obviously it is Facebook.
Instagram, Twitter obviously, LinkedIn, Quora, ResearchGate.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 5): “Basically I am most active on LinkedIn, on Instagram
and on Facebook.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 6): “I would say, probably 75/25. 75 personal, 25 work.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 7): “I mean I have accounts for Facebook and LinkedIn but I
would say like in the past year, I have maybe shared three items in the past. So I
barely share anything, I mean on whatsapp but this is private.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 10): “I use Facebook, Instagram and I use LinkedIn for
personal things and I also use Twitter for work.”

Types of Information
Shared

Quote #6 (Respondent 13): “Facebook, Pinterest, LinkedIn, Whatsapp, Yammer and
Skype.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “On Facebook and on Whatsapp, off-work, meaning
outside work. I share information relating to politics, I share information relating to
movies I have seen, I share information relating to music that I have heard, I share
jokes and photographs of myself and my family and events, etc. Where work is
concerned, I use Whatsapp for work as well, to convey messages to colleagues, to
bosses, to students and to the college, etc., etc.”
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Quote #2 (Respondent 2): “Actually, it is mostly, me asking for collaborations on
surveys. I do on few instances have shared some results or some interesting
publications but I tend to do that face-to-face with the people I work with. Or via
email with the people I work with.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 3): “A lot, mostly related to education because of the nature
of my work. Some are personal insights or personal rants or tantrums. Something to
do with politics and research and technology. In general, I think those are the things
that I am usually posting or sharing rather.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 4): “Personally, Instagram for pictures.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 4): “Facebook mostly for more exciting events in my life or
if I want to share a piece of like a music piece that I am listening to currently or if I
read something interesting and I want to share it with everyone or normally it is not
something interesting but something completely outrageous.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 5): “Well, I always say you have readers and writers on
social media. I am more of a reader than a writer. To be honest I do not share a lot on
LinkedIn and I do not share a lot on Facebook. The only platform I use to sometimes
share is Instagram.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 6): “I share very little on Facebook, actually. I use to share a
lot, I use to post photos, funny links however now that everyone in my social circle is
on Facebook, aunties and families, they often make inappropriate comments about
what I share.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 6): “Usually interesting links to websites or articles.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 7): “I have never shared videos, pictures maybe. In LinkedIn,
more like we are sharing for my company and these kinds of stuffs.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 9): “My private social media use is limited. As the
organization that I work for does not requires me but I feel the responsibility not to
share too much information about what I am doing because we are part of the
Ministry of Defense. Not everything we do needs to be shared. So on Facebook I
mostly consume information.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 10): “On LinkedIn I actually do not share a lot, I mean I just
show what I am doing.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 10): “Professional experience or whatever. Maybe if I really
like an article that is related to professional stuff then I would share that. What I share
on Twitter and Facebook is mainly pictures of holidays. Not only from holidays but
mainly from holidays because I do not share a lot of pictures actually.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 13): “Mostly pictures or links to articles.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 14): “LinkedIn, I do not post that much. I just put, as soon
as I finish a course, I put that in the resume, my skills. Not a lot but I use it for
searching for jobs.”
Quote #15 (Respondent 15): “Depends on the context. For personal, I have a closed
network of friends which I share about special occasions, for example overseas friend
visitation, travel, science or today’s news. I hardly share my current location and
activities.”
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Quote #16 (Respondent 16): “For my personal life on Facebook, I share some
pictures of some dinners or some fun moments that I enjoy with my closest friends or
some special moments that I want to remember and keep them on Facebook.”
Quote #17 (Respondent 16): “In the case of LinkedIn, I do not share too much
actually. I share some special articles or some employment announcements that
maybe I think are important for other people that they might need or are important for
them to know.”

Preferred SNS

Quote #18 (Respondent 17): “I usually share pictures mostly and then obviously I
share the information where I studied, where I lived. On LinkedIn, my work
experience so I think I actually share the most information on LinkedIn because I
have to describe the jobs and there is a lot of information there. On Facebook it is
mostly pictures and maybe some events that I attend with my friends.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “The social network media that I use the most is
Whatsapp and I find it extremely useful.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 3): “Yes, definitely. Personal, mostly it is Facebook but if it
is related to technology or something related to work, most likely it is LinkedIn,
Quora or ResearchGate.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 5): “I think it is a really big difference between private and
business. So for business it is for sure LinkedIn and for private it is for sure
Instagram.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 9): “Yeah, Facebook is really focused on friends and your
private situation.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 9): “LinkedIn I use it as a professional profile so you will
find there information about my experience and also what I am doing now, I do not
have lot of details.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 10): “Instagram.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 12): “Personally, I prefer Instagram that is why I use it most.
I really like this platform even though all the changes it has gone through like I am
not on bored with most of them.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 13): “Facebook because most of my friends are there. Good
to be in touch with what is happening in their personal lives. Chatting I do mostly
through Whatsapp. I do not like Facebook for that.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 15): “I used Facebook and LinkedIn most of the day, thus, it
is balanced. At this time frame, I am more active in LinkedIn.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 15): “For personal, I prefer Facebook because I can share
news. For work, I have a Google+ account but it is not active, thus, LinkedIn is good
for work.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 16): “If I have to choose one, I would choose LinkedIn, I
think so.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 17): “So nowadays my favorite one is Instagram because
also on Facebook I use to share more information but recently I only share pictures or
nothing. So I like Instagram the most, I think.”
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Reasons/Motivations in
Using Social
Networking Sites

Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “On Whatsapp, I tend to write short messages that are
relevant at that particular point in time and on Facebook they are more permanent
messages which I intend to keep on my post on a longer term. That is the essential
difference that I find.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 1): “I think the essential motivation that drives most people
together to use Facebook and to use Whatsapp is really social. Essentially these are to
bring you closer to friends, to bring you closer to relatives, to bring your closer to
colleagues as well and to bring you closer to other people who you may not know
personally. But essentially it is a social tool, in my opinion.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 2): “Purely for connecting to professionals. Contacts via
LinkedIn. I am not really like a messaging person on this. If I know something or if I
need something then I would use it.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 2): “I mean I like to keep a profile on LinkedIn or
ResearchGate because I think it is good for my career.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 3): “For more personal types of information that I am sharing
especially if it is about me I use Facebook, Instagram or Twitter.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 3): “But in Twitter and Facebook there is a bit of overlap
because you can create groups there or create lists that you can use as a tool to
disseminate information specific to a certain group of individuals.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 3): “I think to also disseminate information. For some, most
likely they might want some likes or they also want to share information but I think
they also want to share information that I think would help other people.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 4): “Why I share for example is because I want my friends to
know how I am doing, what I am doing, where I am and I think that is the main
reason.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 4): “People like to show off, I think that is why. So this is
kind of like for the personal stuff and then if you are sharing articles or what other
people write, you want to share your opinion about a topic or you want to discuss
further and you want your network to involved in the comments and share ideas and
discuss things.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 4): “As I mentioned, mostly like to share their opinions, get
other people’s opinions back on your opinion. So basically discuss topics, interesting
issues that is happening.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 4): “Also to just share because it is more fun when you see
that others are also enjoying or laughing together with you or liking the same thing.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 4): “Twitter is completely different from Facebook because
Twitter is more serious. I think it is more like for business. You really kind of tweet
something more topic related. Something instant that is happening right now,
currently. You can discuss things easier on Twitter, I think.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 4): “I think it is a way of expressing themselves.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 6): “My initial motivation and my current motivation
actually is having a lot of friends and family overseas. So, just to keep up with people
who I am not physically near and cannot see and for that often sharing photos.”
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Quote #15 (Respondent 6): “I think in a professional sense, it is to inform people
about new developments but also to build your profile. In a personal sense, I do not
share often but it is to keep up with other people.”
Quote #16 (Respondent 7): “Getting information about friends, news, politics and
companies.”
Quote #17 (Respondent 7): “Keeping in contact and up-to-date with specific
references and professional networking, I would argue. Also, maybe promotional
aspects.”
Quote #18 (Respondent 9): “I have a company, we sell and install solar panels.
There I really use actively for advertisement and communication about all kinds of
information, so paid advertisements and also information on things that go along the
market to show how our portfolio do, prospects and to stay in contact with our
customers.”
Quote #19 (Respondent 9): “So if it is about professional network, there are a lot of
workers that do not have the need for them to use LinkedIn but most people where I
work with or that I met during my work, they are all on LinkedIn. So that is where I
use LinkedIn for.”
Quote #20 (Respondent 9): “There is a commercial purpose and also show that we
are competent on the things we do. Sometimes I also share on LinkedIn like an article
from an open digital magazine from the military police. Then for myself, I can show
my friends, my network on LinkedIn that I was involved in something or that I am
proud of working for this organization.”
Quote #21 (Respondent 10): “Sometimes Facebook would be helpful in sharing, if a
friend needs to look for an apartment in Amsterdam, I would share that to help my
friend. Or if I need something similar, then I would share it for myself as well. So
those kinds of things are really good or some events that I like, that I would like to go
I would share it with others so we can go together or whatever. I would do that on
Facebook. I think Instagram I like more because of the pictures. I like pictures.”
Quote #22 (Respondent 11): “I post some information but mainly to follow the
people, interesting people and also the news and those kinds of stuff I follow a lot on
Twitter. I do not use it myself actively a lot but it is more to follow people.”
Quote #23 (Respondent 11): “To gather knowledge is one. To follow people also to
gossip around. That is what is happening and also knowledge sharing.”
Quote #24 (Respondent 11): “For my professional work, we use like Collaboration
platforms. It is also to work together, to collaborate, to share knowledge. Like those
social networks, they facilitate. They are good environment to share the knowledge. I
think that is the main goal to use social platforms.”
Quote #25 (Respondent 12): “I think there are two main reasons why users would
share something that is their own content. So they will share it to show up and share
with friends like where they have been or what they have been doing or they will
share it to share with another person.”
Quote #26 (Respondent 12): “For sharing content that is not their own that is like a
third party content, they would share it if it is funny or if it is emotional. There has to
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be a strong connection to the content that they share and users will rarely share
something that they do not connect with.”
Quote #27 (Respondent 12): “I think there is also a part of emotional connection
with it. If you think this would be helpful to someone, you share it. If you want more
people to be aware of a certain issue then you share it.”
Quote #28 (Respondent 12): “For me, it is really useful to be on Twitter and find
articles and news updates.”
Quote #29 (Respondent 13): “My main reason is if I want to inform others of what
just happened or I think I have an interesting thought to share with my network. I do
not like to share too many personal things. I rarely post.”
Quote #30 (Respondent 14): “People like to share a lot. Every accomplishment and
sometimes they say… I do not need to know that you train every day to let me feel
better that I am not training. Stuff like that and that is why I think people, everybody
has the feeling that they need to share their opinion and the internet is safe, you can
say whatever you want. It is your opinion and sometimes harsh comments but on
LinkedIn, it is okay.”
Quote #31 (Respondent 14): “I know sharing knowledge is important but people do
not like sharing their knowledge. That is the problem. In general, people do not link
to share their knowledge because they feel they need to protect their own knowledge
and the company would keep them if they are only the one having the knowledge. For
me, sharing the knowledge, that is what I have learned, to teach the people from India
what I know.”
Quote #32 (Respondent 15): “The main reasons for sharing information varies for
each platform, for instance: (1) Facebook, it is to build a reputation and share popculture news; (2) Instagram, to display a picture perfect life through edited images or
videos and (3) LinkedIn, to update on your work industry.”
Quote #33 (Respondent 16): “I personally use both of them more for work purposes,
especially LinkedIn because currently I am trying to be more active in that social
network. I am trying to have a digital image when the recruiters are looking for
people because I am trying to find a job.”
Quote #34 (Respondent 16): “Then on Facebook, also I do it because I try to post
some pictures in order to have, for the same reason as LinkedIn, basically, to have a
digital image because nowadays the recruiters are also looking for your information
on Facebook. That is basically my main reason.”
Quote #35 (Respondent 16): “In my personal case, I share those information
because I want to have a digital presence on the web.”
Quote #36 (Respondent 17): “I am on Facebook to stay in touch with my friends
because I lived in different countries. So that is why I was actually thinking about
deleting Facebook few years back but I kept it because I think it is the best way to
stay in touch with people.”
Quote #37 (Respondent 17): “I think many times, people, nowadays, stay on social
media just to stay in touch with friends or because they would be left out if they were
not there. I think that is an important element because even for me, I only have
LinkedIn because I feel like I need to have it to be avail to make communications or
is important for work so that is the reason why I am there.”
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Reasons for not sharing

Quote #38 (Respondent 17): “To stay in touch with people and maybe also to just
show your life. I know many people, it is like much easier to post something in social
media than call everybody personally. I guess to certain extent it maybe saves time
but then it does not because you start talking to many people.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 6): “It is because now people do not really understand the
norms of Facebook and making embarrassing comments or oversharing comments.
The people do not know the rules around it.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 6): “I really do not like advertisers accessing my information
and my location so I really have everything kind of shut down as much as possible.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 8): “I think in general, in the government at the moment,
government officials and that is including the management, they operate in an ideal
situation that they are in control which means that they are totally responsible for
everything they do but that is what we all try to do in this environment.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 8): “Information is power” so you keep it under your head
literally and do not share it. You see maybe people moving more towards sharing
information is necessary. It is fear, it is containing risks, it is living in a society that is
moving extremely fast where you do not know what is happening tomorrow.
Uncertainty is something you have to deal with.”

Most Important SNS
Functionality

Quote #5 (Respondent 8): “If they do not tell it, nobody knows. If it goes wrong, it
does not come out maybe. If you do not put it in the system where everybody can find
it, it might not come out.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “On Facebook, the fact that you can post videos is very
important and of course the fact that you can post photographs is very important and
then the fact that you can do it live as well, though I do not do that, but a lot of people
do it and I enjoy watching that.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 1): “On Whatsapp, I think the fact that you can share
photographs and videos even documents is proving to be quite useful.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 5): “I think it is all about relevancy, and personalization on
what end but on the other end I still want to be surprised sometimes. If a lot of
websites are like with their algorithms personalizing the hell out of it, so I get a lot of
content that is actually valuable for me but if sites are like that I would never be
surprised anymore because I would only get the content that is relevant for me.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 8): “I think people are a social being. You want to socialize,
you want to reach out and have contact which is impossible with everybody in the
world. It is not a substitute but it is a way of reaching out and telling somebody
something is going on. It is never the real thing because you cannot in any way of
human interaction over networks, you lose a lot of information because I do not see
you even if you Skype. It is important to reach out and to connect virtually. I think
the relations are the most important. If it is not there then why would you do it.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 9): “I think the most valuable part of Facebook is that you
can target friends, people who like the site but also their network. So you have
someone who is familiar with our company and then their network. So when they go
to our site they know that they have a friend who already bought from our site.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 9): “I think one of the things why social networks are so
important in our lives at this moment because there is no formal line that tells you
what to put on or what to write down. It is all organic now. When information that
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you put on is not accurate or not legitimate then someone will check it. There is a
natural thrive for people to be honest and ofcourse there is always a risk of people
misusing those platforms and that is the responsibility of the providers or the owners
of the platforms.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 9): “For me, I really like the events. The events is really nice
and also that it reminds me that my nearest friends have their birthday tomorrow
because I do not know. I think the newsfeeds, we use it internally for the ministry of
defense as well and we also use it at sharepoint. That mechanism is really powerful.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 9): “Newsfeeds are not used very common but more and
more. Depending on the community. When you are with the Investigation unit, it is
very powerful to use a newsfeed, a smart use of hashtags and that kind of stuff.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 10): “Definitely to share things. I think with social media you
can show what posts are popular so that is also a nice way of looking for knowledge
or content. To see what is most popular and then see if it is also, most of the times
these are the things that are important.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 10): “For work, what I sometimes do, when we do social
media listening, anything that is related to the company, we look at engagement. Sort
by engagement. We know what has most impact, what has most reach. So we want to
analyze that and if you go down the engagement level, it is a lot of spam as well. I
think engagement also says a lot in what is trending and what is the topic people have
a lot of opinions about.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 10): “So I would say features: sharing, popularity (what has
the most engagement). What also is nice as a feature is that a lot of things are not live.
I think that is nice for social networks.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 11): “I think to be able to real-time send your messages,
pictures, tweets. That is the main functionality and also like, for example the
reputation, you can score those kind of stuff. I think like an improvement would be to
like to connect different social networks. Like an integrated search, where you
integrate all the information. If they could do like an analytics on the data and you
could foresee some patterns. I think that would be a big thing in the future.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 15): “The fundamental of social networking site is to
connect the people, however, today’s social networking sites have been constructed
in a different way. Our newsfeed is flooded by somewhat not necessary information.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 16): “The set of functionalities that I consider the most
important are the face that we can connect with people around the world wherever
they are. We can connect with them, we can contact with them and we can also join
groups around the world in whatever language that we want.”
Quote #15 (Respondent 16): “This option, which is relatively new, the Live video, I
think is amazing because it is really like to have a journal list online and that is
amazing in my opinion.”
Quote #16 (Respondent 16): “Also, the possibility to join groups, to follow
companies and I think that is amazing.”
Quote #17 (Respondent 16): “At least in LinkedIn, you could have a profile in
different languages which is amazing as well. On Facebook, you can have the
translation, you can see now the translation, the language that you want.”
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Elements in the
Honeycomb model that
is relevant/important

Quote #18 (Respondent 17): “I think, chat is really important. Maybe the groups. On
Facebook and LinkedIn, I know the groups are really popular and the events. That is
also why, recently, I started using Facebook more again for events and groups and
these kind of things. I think even for school and in my previous courses, we usually
use Facebook in case we need a group and be able to chat or share pictures,
information. So that was the easiest choice.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 2): “For me there is a significant difference because it is
sharing of content and it is about relationships, it is about having conversations. You
can create all kinds of groups with it. Reputation I am not sure, identity I am not sure.
Presence is I think kind of important there also.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 2): “So I think, given your model, there is a big difference.
So it is about Identity, with Facebook you could completely fake your id, basically,
your identity. With Whatsapp it becomes less easy. I guess with Whatsapp you
actually know that people you are communicating with. While with Facebook you
have all kinds of unknowns.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 2): “Basically, you could have one of these honeycombs for
each account that you have.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 2): “When it comes to relationships, you have more
relationships than just your schoolmates, fellow students which you cannot include on
your university platform.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 3): “Actually it depends on the SNS that you are using, I
think. In general, the most important element would be Identity. Privacy was
mentioned there, controls, privileges essentially. What particular information are you
going to share to a set of individuals? And tools for self-promotion. It is also
important to gauge your audience, your social network essentially.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 3): “Then second maybe Conversations.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 3): “. I am just more concerned with sharing personal
information or insights rather than sharing more general information that I think
would help other people. Also reputation, for some that would be a concern. For
example in Instagram, it is used for self-branding usually. I think that does not apply
to me because I am not promoting any brand.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 5): “So for business it is about Sharing I think and about
Groups but if I need to choose I would say Sharing.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 8): “I think Identity. If you do not know who you are and
what you are about then that is nothing. That is the core, they put it in the middle, I
agree.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 9): “For LinkedIn, I think relationships is important in both
platforms. So professional relationships or private relationships. Reputation is
arguable that you can write down whatever you want and at the end you put down
that you are really good in lots of stuff and when the recruiter does not do a good
check and at the end they hire you.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 10): “Identity has never been really important to me, at
least. I think it is more Presence, to show that you are out there. I do not have to show
a certain way that I am there, just the Presence. I think then I would say the most
important thing is Relationships, to build relationships. To stay connected for me is
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the number 1. Also with people who are not living in The Netherlands, I would want
to be connected with them.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 10): “Relationships and sharing.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 11): “For my personal usage I think, Sharing and
Conversation.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 11): “In my professional work I think it is also the
Reputation. If you are an expert in a matter, so you know a lot of ideas and your
reputation goes up. Also relationship with colleagues is important.”
Quote #15 (Respondent 12): “Probably Reputation, Relationships and
Conversations would be the highest.”
Quote #16 (Respondent 13): “Relationships, Reputation, Sharing and Conversations
are the ones I identify the most with.”
Quote #17 (Respondent 14): “If I look at LinkedIn, I think belonging to the
Relationship”
Quote #18 (Respondent 15): “For me, it would be relationships, conversation and
presence.”
Quote #19 (Respondent 16): “I see three of them that are very related to Facebook
and LinkedIn. Motivations like, as I mentioned before, Identity that is one. Another
one is Presence. Number three is Relationships. The three of them are the main
purposes to me to share on Facebook and LinkedIn.”
Quote #20 (Respondent 16): “If we talk more specifically about Facebook, also
another element of your Honeycomb that I can mention is Groups because I find it
very interesting to belong to a group where the people share information about
something and I can learn some new things from them. I really like that option.”
Quote #21 (Respondent 16): “If I talk about LinkedIn, I can add the element of
Reputation because I can show my all of my accomplishments that I had in my
professional life.”
Quote #22 (Respondent 17): “I think, Relationships are really important for me.
Personally, groups. On Facebook, I think relationships and groups are really
important for me.”

Elements that may need
to be added in the model

Quote #23 (Respondent 17): “I guess reputation would be important for LinkedIn,
maybe. I think it depends on social media because also for me, every social media I
have is for different reason.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “I do not think that any honeycomb motivations that I
could add to it. It is pretty comprehensive and detailed.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 2): “It is sufficient.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 2): “One thing I would definitely somehow put in the model,
what we just said, the ability to fake your identity, so your trustworthiness. Basically,
because it is related to identity but you could have a fake identity, is related to
reputation because you can say I am going to make one profile to show my business
reputation and one profile to show my personal social reputation.”
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Quote #4 (Respondent 2): “In academic, I would also differentiate between research
based activity and teaching based activity.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 2): “In business, I would differentiate between advertising
and customer support.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 2): “For personal, I would say you have your family and
friends and you have your work related. So this distinction, especially from the
academic and business.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 2): “So I would say that trust might be a honey comb that
you want to add there and trust goes in two directions, it goes in: trust on how your
data is used but also trust on the quality of data that you receive. So you have this
issue between trust and reach.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 2): “One thing that you should also include is privacy
because it does say under Identity but for me Identity and Privacy are completely
different things because people tend to believe that you have a private space on social
media but you don’t. Sorry, I mean public space. There is no public space in social
media.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 2): “I now have basically two extra honeycombs. One is trust
which goes two ways and one is control. Control basically results on one hand
authority, you control fully the content and people as the organization that provides
the platform versus power that is the student controls or the user controls that is being
connected.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 3): “What I am trying to say is, the elements of the
honeycomb model, I think it does capture all the elements needed in order for me to
satisfy what I need to achieve. My goals and what I try to look for in an SNS.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 3): “I think it is okay to be there (privacy under Identity
element) because Identity is also part of the Privacy. Remember you are trying to
determine whether or not that person is what he or she is presenting in the social
networking site. So I think it is crucial that it is also part of that particular component.
That particular person when he or she is able to prove that he or she is really that
person, the authentication and some other means, probably some non-repeating
means, automatically it follows that there should be some data privacy control.
Meaning to say that he or she should be able to control his or her own data. For me it
is part of the identity.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 5): “I think it is a pretty solid model. The only thing that is
maybe not really covered here, in the why people are using this, is why most of the
time only the happy messages sort to say. So how people present themselves maybe
than the real world is. That is something that is missing in this model but I am not
sure how to define that to be honest. That is something that I think that is a bit crucial
in social media.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 7): “Yes, privacy should be included for sure but I think
also some more legal aspects.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 8): “If you look at an organization, Power is within it. You
cannot put it in a group. It is one of the things that is within the model itself. It makes
the model work. It is the system behind it. In all organizations, power and authority is
always there. In one you would call it leadership but that is more of facilitating
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process. It helps if it is organized in a certain way or if the people in power are
behaving in a certain way.”
Quote #15 (Respondent 9): “I do not think you go for Privacy. You are not going to
use the platform because of Privacy but you are going to use it to have conversations,
or to use groups or to find something about someone’s reputation so I think that
Privacy should not be a separate part.”
Quote #16 (Respondent 10): “I also see Privacy in Identity. Maybe I would not
include data privacy, controls under Identity. It does not have to do anything with, oh,
it does in a certain way but it is definitely a bigger topic. Bigger than just this. I think
also reputation is a bit misleading here because I would say, is it really about
reputation or is it more about creating awareness. Reputation sounds as a defensive
thing. It is like I want to keep my reputation high because that is what I would assume
but isn’t it also about creating awareness. Not necessarily about reputation, I would
say.”
Quote #17 (Respondent 11): “I think the model is complete.”
Quote #18 (Respondent 12): “No, I think that probably covers it really well.”
Quote #19 (Respondent 13): “I think Privacy and Security are key. I always have
my privacy settings very strict.”
Quote #20 (Respondent 14): “No, I do not think Privacy because what kind of
privacy? Yeah, you can behind your internet, make a fake profile or everything. I
would think some people would go so far that they have to link two accounts.”
Quote #21 (Respondent 15): “Privacy should be a bigger role that envelope the
honeycomb model. However, in the “identity” part, there is a remark of data privacy
controls.”
Quote #22 (Respondent 15): “At the time being, privacy and regulation can be
included, not as a building block, but as an environment that protects the interest of
the users. For instance, privacy to block the public to know their network of friends.”

Who benefits the most in
an SNS?

Quote #23 (Respondent 16): “In the Identity element, privacy has been mentioned
so I am not sure if it could be considered as an extra because it is inserted in Identity.
If you want to give it more importance to privacy as an element itself, yeah, that
could be included as a different element.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “Definitely the people who are receiving information
from all kinds of sources. You are getting news, you are getting views, you are
getting visuals, you are getting information. All kinds of ways. Obviously the
companies that are more than sending this information benefit tremendously.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 1): “I would probably make it the company that benefits
because they have commercial motive behind it. So the commercial reason is satisfied
so I guess that would count as a greater motive.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 2): “This is a bit of a double question because the company
that provides the platform, the educational institute that has the platform also
provides the people sharing content. Look, within the educational institute there is a
power relationship and the power is the university has the power to administer the
users, the university also has the power to make content only available on that
platform.”
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Quote #4 (Respondent 2): “So there is this power thing. Actually it is more of an
authority thing and not a power thing. Facebook has the power because people want
to use Facebook, I do not know why but they do.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 2): “The university has the authority to push for using a
specific system. So here you have a combat between the power of social media when
it comes to reach and to connect to whatever you want versus the authority of the
university to push a system and to provide content only on that system.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 4): “Well ofcourse the company benefits the most. I mean, as
a user, you just share. You might get likes or might not get likes. Or you can be
retweeted or not but in the end the company benefits from their users.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 5): “I think mutual beneficially incentives always work the
best to be something in it for a company and something in turn for the users. Without
the company the users cannot find each other on social network. So they are not
facilitated. Without the users the company does not have anything. So I think it is
really about being mutual beneficial.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 6): “I think the people who use it. I think it brings enormous
value but that balance is very different.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 7): “Both I would say. I mean like the company is making
money out of it through advertising and the people go there for some purpose.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 8): “I think it is all about the organization working with.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 9): “The company behind, we are the product. My company
pays so Facebook shows you stuff so you are the product. At the end, the company
the platform they offer also solves the problem for you or it compels with the need
you have.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 9): “On the other hand, it is not only the company that takes
but it also gives something. It adds value to you. So we are a product as a user of a
free platform, on the other hand we also get something back.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 10): “I think both in different ways. Right? So I think
companies benefit from it because when they do social listening, social analysis about
users or sometimes also like influence networking. They can find out who are the
influencers in certain users, I think that is how companies can benefit.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 10): “I think for users they benefit from it because the
things they are interested in, there is a lot of things to find on social networks. I still
use Google a lot but I think for some things I just do not even use Google but I would
go directly to Instagram and check out all the pictures of a certain event or something.
So I think for users, it is a lot about also inspiration. They get inspirations from it so I
think those are benefits.”
Quote #15 (Respondent 11): “I think it is a win-win situation on both. The social
network platforms, they facilitate people to share knowledge and to use the platform
for free. Otherwise those companies would host those networks, they benefit from the
data they use.”
Quote #16 (Respondent 12): “Probably the company behind it. The only reason that
they are allowing it to be for free because they are benefiting some way or another.”
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Quote #17 (Respondent 13): “Both benefit. However the ones behind SNSs might
have hidden agendas or use data in certain ways the user was not aware of.”
Quote #18 (Respondent 14): “The company behind. Just like how Facebook is
profiting from all the information they are getting. They know exactly what you are
browsing, the ads, the people sending ads.”
Quote #19 (Respondent 15): “From my perspective as an advertiser and general
user, it is both sides. People reap the benefits of “social media functionality” model
and the big company reap benefits the information that people shared to create their
persona.”

SNS to achieving
business agendas

Quote #20 (Respondent 16): “I think personally is the company. Well, it depends.
Both of them maybe. If we talk about more knowledge or about information in
general, the people. About the companies, they earn money I guess. So they are also
earning something from them.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 2): “Advertising works. I mean this is why we are thrown to
debt with all the advertising and social media is the absolute cheapest way to
advertise. It does not matter whether it is good or bad as long as the brand names
comes up all the time.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 4): “Yes, of course. I mean now, we live in a century where
it is not enough to use a website or just attend events or send email campaigns. Most
of the people are on social media and one way or another, one channel or another,
you might still reach a much larger audience than you would just via old-fashioned
channels.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 5): “Ow. Yeah, for sure. Well, I am setting up a startup and
basically you can make tons of mistake and we are still making tons of mistakes but
we are also learning from what other startups already did. I think that this new
economy and way of working, people are much more about sharing. Also to actually
help others and we certainly use that a lot. Also to try to give something back, of
course.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 7): “Part of it, mostly in marketing efforts, as a company I
would say yes. I think it is also very important in hiring these days.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 9): “That is important for my company to use that
information. I think it is important, we spend a few hundred euros a month for
advertisement and I always get it back on a deal that we do. That is a way we look at
it. It really helps, more bookings and meetings with our sales advisers via Facebook.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 10): “Information sharing on social networks definitely. I
think for work we sometimes do not see it all the time as a source where all valuable
information is shared. I think a lot of people do see it ofcourse but still as a company
we can do much more with that.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 10): “I think that should definitely be of the company’s
strategic goals. I think so, it depends on, for us, it is really useful because we have
such a wide community, different communities because we are operating on different
fields/industries.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 11): “I think it is important for the government especially in
a democratic country. We as people, we also have to control the government in what
they do. So in that sense this sheer of information is very important for the
government to let the people know how the decision was made.”
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Quote #9 (Respondent 12): “I think it does which is why I work on social media. I
have been working on social media for nearly 10 years now. So if I did not believe
that then there would be no reason to be working on social media. I think it is a great
way to connect with the people that are using your product or are interested in using
your product.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 12): “I think there is an advertising part of it but there is
also product development part to it and there is also human resources part. So you can
recruit people through social media and I think that is quite effective but you can also
learn a lot about when people like your product, unfiltered and learn from that. There
is a lot that you can learn and improve your product.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 13): “Reputation. Spread points of view, reach out to future
employees and to customers. Bring employees closer together and share issues and
solutions.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 13): “Yes. By ensuring people are communicating and
helping each other faster internally. By having great customer support externally.”

Promoting SelfOrganizing Learning
Environment

Quote #13 (Respondent 14): “I think for people that are recruiting, it is handy. Only
for recruiting I would think it is handy because sometimes you see somebody, I need
somebody quickly on this position and somebody is tagging a friend or somebody
else, “Hey, this is for you.” Then they contact that person.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “I think SOLE is a brilliant idea whose time has come.
Earlier it would not have been practical to do it but with the internet now available to
nearly most parts of the global population, it is something that is just a question of
time.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 1): “SOLE is really a very good idea.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 3): “Yes. I think that is one of my learning methodology. I
am aware of that and I do support SOLE.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 15): “For SOLE, I use Coursera and DuoLingo (total 3
years)”
Quote #5 (Respondent 15): “I think SOLE needs more promotion and should be
made free. In the past, Coursera was free, but in the recent years, we need to pay
some fee to be enrolled in the course. IMHO, there are many developing countries
which have a good telecommunication infrastructure but do not have enough access
to an advanced curriculum.”

Integration of SNS
functionalities to Create
Personalized Learning
Environments

Quote #6 (Respondent 16): “The Self-Organizing Learning Environment should be
promoted in general, mainly, in my opinion at schools when the children are able to
discover their creativity and when they are learning in another way. This could be a
good beginning for them. To start to learn how they can improve their knowledge by
themselves.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “Yes, universities should integrate social media platforms
into their teaching but this is something that we can discuss in the abstract and in
theory right now because we need to figure out exactly how we will be doing that.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 1): “Yes, of course, it is only a matter of time that social
media would be used in a far greater proportion in the classroom.”
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Quote #3 (Respondent 2): “So what I think if you want to know the key to success
for providing a university platform is integration with common platforms.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 3): “Yes. I think it is necessary. Remember the classical type
of teaching, it is a face-to-face conversation. You really have to be physically present
in a room then there would be interactions with the teachers. Usually the very
obvious mode would be one-way, teacher talks and the students are the recipients.
But there are times when the mode changes and it turns interactive then you want to
extend that very interactive participation that can be brought online.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 3): “So I think that is one of the advantages of that but you
can actually extend that type of interaction among the students and among the
instructors in the course such that their learnings are reinforced. I think that is also
being utilized by online learning platforms like Coursera. That is also being done by
some of the major universities here although not as perfect as Coursera and other
popular platforms.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 5): “The biggest thing, I think, is that you should not think
about what is the medium on what you are using like your own website. When you
need to find your target audience, in this case I can imagine, I am the target
audience.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 5): “For example, if the UvA would use LinkedIn to write
good articles or make the articles selection on certain topics that would be interesting
for me to read, I would be really interested but I would not go to the UvA website to
do that now. I want to use one platform to do the browsing around and in this case
that is for me, LinkedIn.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 6): “No, absolutely. I think a lot of people use social media
for professional purposes.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 7): “I am not sure if people would want that and I do not
think that universities should do that.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 8): “Of course. Yep, why not? All organizations that if you
teach somebody you do it in a social context because you want somebody to be part
of a society or you want to learn.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 8): “Most universities do not give you a job title but they
make you think, be critical like using your own mind, having your own opinion,
keeping your opinion up against others. It is important and it is also critical.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 9): “Yes, for sure.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 10): “I think it is not necessary. I do not see it probably as
like a requirement. It depends where they want to go with their personalized learning.
I think it could be part of it, definitely because nowadays we do most of the things in
social media. So I think it could definitely be a huge, a great asset but I do not think it
should be necessary.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 11): “It depends on the use-case. What you want to do with
the information. What kind of information to use in which processes. So you have to
make a link. That depends.”
Quote #15 (Respondent 15): “I think, personally, it would help if people got like a
feedback about what can be expected on the exams. That is what I think. I am now
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studying and when the course gives a site where you can train exams, things like that.
I think to make them more active, because they have like an open site and you get, it
generates different questions each time.”
Quote #16 (Respondent 15): “For PLE, I use university Blackboard, Canvas (total 4
years).”
Quote #17 (Respondent 15): “From my experience, PLE works like a platform, not
really engaging. I hardly share information on the platform but I can have an easier
access to the materials needed.”
Quote #18 (Respondent 16): “I think that it is a very interesting way to promote
sharing the knowledge amongst students. It also gives you flexibility and the capacity
for each person to decide what they want to learn. That is super important because
there are different speeds in how people learn.”

Regulations/Laws set by
the government

Quote #19 (Respondent 17): “I think so. Now social media are becoming very
important everywhere and even LinkedIn is basically for work. A few years ago,
nobody would even know that you should have to have a social media to be
successful in business role but I think universities should definitely need to do
something with that. I think you can see it recently, like they are trying to be present
in Instagram or Facebook.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 2): “People as individuals I think they do not care.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 4): “I hope not because the more people share knowledge the
more they are aware of the topics even if sometimes the sources are not very trusted
but at least you raised a discussion. Or you still spread awareness that there is a
certain issue whether or not let’s say, an article that you share is not exactly objective.
I hope that it does not discourage people to share because we live in an information
society so we have to share but of course as I said like with things with Facebook
happened, I am pretty sure that a lot of people got discouraged to share anything
there. Hopefully that other channels do not experience the same.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 5): “I think the basics of GDPR ruling is really good but the
way that they are trying to implement it, by people that do not have any knowledge of
the digital world, setting guidelines that are not feasible is crazy I think. I think that is
pretty similar to the Cookie law from a couple of years ago. I think in the basics it is
really good to make people more aware and give people the possibility to do
differently but again the measure is nothing compared to.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 5): “In this case with the GDPR, it can also affect the
companies because there are big fines that companies can get. I think the fines are
much bigger than every rule or regulation we have so far in the digital world. So for
sure the companies. I think that also only the real big companies with big funding can
make it happen. The small companies are really struggling because they do not have
the budget to hire expertise and they do not have the resources to do themselves. So
that is a real big problem I think for the companies.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 5): “On the other hand, the users are ending up with crappy
new processes that they did not ask before and they need to handle it like, we are still
clicking away all the cookie policies on every website you open. It is not adding any
values so I think in this case again it has impacts on both sides. I do think that there
would be some users that would actually stop contributing and stop sharing but I
think that would be a small group.”
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Quote #6 (Respondent 6): “I think the use of Facebook would still be the same.
However, I think the use of certain third party applications and certain features may
decrease.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 6): “I think they would be encouraged to share because they
know that in the future they can get an overview on what has been done with that
information. Feel secured that the sharing stops at a certain point.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 7): “I would not say GDPR, or a law prevents people from
sharing. It just gives them more rights and more access to their own data and more
control and power of their own data. I think the discussion lately, people are more
aware of the privacy, risks and concerns of sharing.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 8): “Talking from government, government is power.
Government is the only institution that can use violence, force against people.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 9): “I think for businesses it could be. Companies get really
get a big fine.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 10): “I guess that will definitely affect it. Because of that
people are more aware of what to share and that some regulations actually need to be
put in place to protect their privacy. I think it could be either way that users might
think maybe it is safer now so they would use it more often or maybe users would
think that they do not actually want to share anymore. I think it definitely it gives that
awareness.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 11): “I do not think GDPR discourages the people but the
main impact will be on the companies to host those social platforms. Me as a user the
GDPR protects me. I do not think it will influence me to use the technology more or
less. But mainly the companies who host those social platforms, they have to comply
to the rules. If they misuse the data or they do not comply to the rules, they have to
pay high fines. For them it is very important.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 12): “It is really confusing because in terms of social media
for example I do not own anybody’s data. I do have a chance to come in contact with
all these people and they are sharing private or at least identifiable information on
platforms because even a Twitter username is identifiable because it is personal. But I
do not own that.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 12): “GDPR is so complex. It makes life really complex
because in theory I do not know who you are. I know your username and I know you
have a problem with my product so I know you have my product but I still do not
know who you are in real life.”
Quote #15 (Respondent 12): “I do not think that users care at all. I think regulations
such as GDPR are a problem for the companies and are concerned for the social
media sites and all the platforms out there. But the user itself just probably feel safe
for now.”
Quote #16 (Respondent 13): “I do not deal with this myself. Shell has a huge
department ensuring we are compliant with our data and handle information of
employees and customers carefully.”
Quote #17 (Respondent 13): “Not my area of expertise to reply to this question. But
as a company you need to be compliant with regulations no matter what, otherwise
you face repetitional and economic penalties.”
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Quote #18 (Respondent 14): “Well, if I would think, certain laws like, there are
certain laws that you cannot download movies. I do not think it helps even with
sharing information and I think that many people in the company do not think twice
about how many information they are sharing that should not be shared about the
customer.”

Determining
reliable/trustworthy
information

Quote #19 (Respondent 17): “There is only a certain extent to which social media
can control this. What I think is important is that people understand it, when you post
something it is going to stay there forever. Because I think that is a problem and
nowadays there is a scandal but people need to understand that there is only this
much that social media can do to protect their data. It is them who share things in the
first place.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 1): “Most of the time you will assume that the information
you receive is trustworthy if it is from a trustworthy source. So the source of
information is the most important factor that you would look at.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 1): “Then the next factor that you would look at is the
information itself. If the information is so bizarre then you would tend to cross-check
it with other sources as well. So if there are multiple sources that are giving you the
same information then you are more likely to believe it. If there are multiple reliable
sources, definitely it is very likely that you would believe it.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 1): “When I encounter fake news, if it is something rather
important and is important to me and to the groups I am involved with, I share
information that it is fake. If it is a matter of no consequence to me or to my groups
then ofcourse I tend to just ignore it.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 2): “I basically only use Wikipedia to get to references. To
real references or I google something and then, googling is also fake ofcourse. It is
also what the search engine provides you what the truth is but then when I get to
academic sources then I start to believe it. I only believe things when I have an
academic publication linked to it. Even then, you can question validity but at least,
alternatively, I always back track the data. So if there is an argument being made I
check, ok what is the data used, where the data is coming from.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 2): “If you go to somebody who is very popular that
increases your popularity as well. So when it comes to sharing of information, it is
very important to trust the source. So for sharing information the university can
provide great platforms.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 3): “For example in Facebook, I usually check or subscribe
to more popular pages like Business Insider, TechInsider and I do check the article. I
think recently the sources I use are very reliable and trustworthy. I also cross check
especially when they say are papers. Some of them would refer to publications and I
do check the links then I cross check. If I cannot find the article I do rely on online
journals itself. If it is not available there, I do cross check in ResearchGate because
usually the authors they also post their researches there. Usually the draft versions,
they also post it in ResearchGate. That is usually my process of cross-checking.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 4): “I would look at the site where it comes from and if it is
something that I have never heard of, I would probably not really trust it but it might
as well, in the event it is an okay site. In general, no one can trust media because you
never know who is paying for what, where. You always have to be skeptical and how
you can check it, you can check different sources and then you can see whether the
information is the same, whether it is really different from each other.”
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Quote #8 (Respondent 5): “I think it is just common sense. So just get the
information from the bigger platforms, the ones you trust and if you are actually
using it, do a double check on it. Do not go for the information on one side, see if you
can cross-reference the findings with another website or another article.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 5): “Never trust one source. You should not do that either
from a business perspective I think.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 6): “I think the third party applications need to be under
control, they need to make sure that they have an environment where it gets access
with clear permissions and once.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 7): “No, nothing, nothing formal. I mean like, if I go to
Facebook and it is getting, like for me, I would argue that one and a half years or two
years, it is getting less and less interesting. More advertising, so I go there less. I do
not have any formal procedure for that.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 9): “I am not involved in the investigation part of the
organization so I do not know how they do it but for myself, I often work on new
things and I am always very careful on data or information that I find. I always do a
check if this information is true and where does it come from.”
Quote #13 (Respondent 10): “I do not have metrics on that. I do not have actually
but I think by reading stuff and I think I also need to do that for my job. First I read
through things and see if, even before I retweet something, I want to verify it. Also I
am going to verify the account that shared it. Is it a real account? Are they saying
something nice about us? Is it actually true? Are they referring to an article that is
actually quite positive or is it all a little bit fake or whatever. I need to verify that.”
Quote #14 (Respondent 11): “Like the old school, you have some institutions who
validate the data and from those institutions like it should use or not. In a social
network it is difficult to tell if it is fake or not because it is not validated through
those institutions. So that is difficult to tell if it is fake or real but that influences a lot
of people. So I think maybe like a block chain solution or something like that. You
have a lot of peers, they can rate the views and they can say if it is true or not true.
Then you can have a probability matrix.”
Quote #15 (Respondent 12): “As a person, if something seems fishy I will do some
research on the side and make sure that what I am sharing is actually real.”
Quote #16 (Respondent 12): “As a company, we do not really get that much fake
news since we are a science company. We make sure however that everything that we
share is extremely factual because we are a science company. So everything we do
we always triple check. We need to make sure that it is correct that if we are quoting
an author or something, it was really mentioned by that author especially because we
use a lot of historic quotes so we need to know if Einstein really said that and if there
is a way to prove that he said it. We validate everything and whenever we are sharing
articles we make sure that there is a link in that article somewhere to a scientific
article.”
Quote #17 (Respondent 13): “There is a lot of checks in place in the company
through different departments. We do compliance checks monthly on a wide variety
of KPIs, to check for example if there is confidential information stored in restricted
libraries or if the information has the right export-control checks.”
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Quote #18 (Respondent 14): “So I have learned not to really trust everything that is
on the internet. You really need to double check many things.”
Quote #19 (Respondent 15): “It is always a question to determine the credibility of
the information. For a breaking news, I will check on Google and also analyze the
wording or url or site content.”
Quote #20 (Respondent 16): “Normally, I trust more on the information that I
receive from LinkedIn for example, or sometimes from Twitter. But for Facebook, it
depends because normally people are sharing information, unless it is a company
which is sharing information or something I trust them. Otherwise, on Facebook, I do
not trust too much. Unless these are very known companies.”

Sensitive topics are
involved

Quote #21 (Respondent 17): “I think you can always, maybe look for different
sources or things like that. It is really important that you understand it, for example,
you have certain social circle on social media and it is most likely that the circle or
the people in the circle would post the same stuff. So you have to be really openminded and to understand that you need to also see outside of the circle and not only
take information from social media because if you only take information from your
social media you will only get one kind of opinion. So you need sometimes to look
outside.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 2): “So this is the same that I fear about news and about
content in social media. It can be absolutely bogus but people just tend to believe it
because other believe it, I am going to believe it too.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 3): “It depends on the person because for example me, I
know that certain SNS has a way to monitor what I am saying over their platform.
For example Facebook, I would be more cautious about it especially if the other
individual whom I am talking to with is also concerned with privacy or something
like that. The person’s concern if someone might be listening to us.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 3): “If we are not comfortable with that particular scenario
then I respect that but so far it only happened to me once. Usually I am very much
vocal with my opinions it is just that certain individuals are not comfortable with that
because the situation of their place of origin might not be okay in terms of the
platform. There are certain individuals, in their current situation, they are very
cautious on what they say or post online. It might be damaging to their careers or
their situation.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 9): “I think these people who want to complain about that
kind of subjects they know their way on social media.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 11): “I do not think that they would engage more but it
affects the people. Some people use the social media platforms to engage in those
groups, to belong to those groups. For some people, they would engage more or not.
It depends on how we use the platform.”

Affecting peoples’
behavior

Quote #6 (Respondent 14): “If somebody goes on social network and every time
somebody is also there commenting, you are talking crap. Like bullying the whole
time, you do not want to go anymore.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 3): “Relatively it does affect them. In terms of how it affects
definitely it causes reactions, there might be adverse reactions coming from different
individuals especially if it is political in nature.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 3): “. But for scientific results, usually there is not much
reactions coming from certain groups or individuals. Usually it does engage a lot of
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interactions with different individuals because it opens discourse. So the people
would talk about it, some might give articles or some information related to that and
would support it. For some they would post research studies or some related
information or facts that would negate your position. Because you can repost
something and no one would react.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 5): “Yea, of course. I mean why would you share something
about something that does not have your interest at all or does not have your passion.
So I think that especially passionate people, that have a clear vision on something, are
excellent sharers of information because they are the ambassadors, sort to say.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 6): “Yes. I mean people may have a belief that might be
better to keep it private or better to be open.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 8): “If you use them I think you will see impact. Even
reading a newspaper, we expect from people who make a policy that if they read a
message in a newspaper and they say it has an association on what the things I am
doing then you should inform your management.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 9): “Yes. They have different appearance so you can use for
different purposes. Everyone uses Facebook but not everyone use LinkedIn.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 10): “Yeah, I think that is definitely the case. Maybe not for
everything but I think there is a connection between the behavior of people and the
things that we share on social media.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 11): “People more interested in pictures they use that type of
platforms and people like myself who like to follow news on Twitter. I think that
influences the decisions or choices you make to follow which platforms.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 14): “Yes. I have heard that people do not like LinkedIn.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 15): “Yes, it is because of the context and the interface. I
am more comfortable with the Facebook format because it is more simple and good
for sharing. Instagram is graphics oriented. Personally, LinkedIn is the “business
people” Facebook. The LinkedIn ecosystem is towards industry updates and
education skewed.”

More-usage-moresharing concept

Quote #11 (Respondent 16): “I think that is true that the different social networking
sites affect the information that people share because in my case, for example on
Facebook, I basically share information about my personal life to my closest friends
or some of my friends or the people who see my profile. Meanwhile in LinkedIn, it is
totally different, the objectives and the people are different. The intention to reach
some objectives are different.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 3): “I think that is true, the more you use the more you share.
Although there are some individuals who are aware of the dangers of social media,
what they do is they just open accounts then they are not really actively sharing.
Although they are using for consumption only.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 5): “I do not know. The more you share the more you use?
Probably because they are interested in how many liked they already have. I think on
the other hand it is also about the functionality of the website.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 9): “I think it really depends on the personal goal. For other
groups maybe it is more that they share information or things they like because they
wanted to be part of that group.”
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Motivate people to use
SNS

Quote #1 (Respondent 3): “I think that is one of the biggest problems of the
universities. Firstly, especially for the Philippines, based from experience I can say a
lot for the Philippine context for the integration of PLE. We do not have the support
here in terms of technology, in terms of hardware and software support. The servers
are weak and old then the budget is also limited for that. Then the people who are
maintaining, the IT personnel, are also a challenge.”
Quote #2 (Respondent 3): “To be able to engage is really a challenge but what we
do here is to use the popular SNS and in fact you are using what is best with each of
these particular SNS. Then you just connect it although that is not really good
because what they would do is to transfer and that is what we do not want. What we
want here is like a one stop shop and it should not be different sites just for them to
find the information.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 3): “How do we engage? To answer that, what we do, I do
use the popular SNS. The questions are being answered there, discussions are being
done there but most of the technical requirements (submission, answering of quizzes,
etc.) are done to the actual platform supported by the university.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 4): “They should use social media to promote their websites I
guess. At the university where I studied before, my Bachelor’s, groups were created
on Facebook. If you need to refer to the website, a forum or a topic, you can still do
that on Facebook. I think that is how you promote it.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 6): “I think it could be explained particularly to elderly
people who do not understand how easily or how difficult it is to share different kinds
of data and they might not really understand how the internet works. For them there
could be a demographically sensitive video.”
Quote #6 (Respondent 6): “Perhaps, something off the internet like an ad on TV or
something in the print media. I know that they are on Facebook so they are digital
savvy but something in a trusted publication.”
Quote #7 (Respondent 7): “I think it is a way of communicating. I do not know, it is
a replacement for e-mail but maybe the threshold is a bit lower to share like random
stuff other than sending an email to the whole company.”
Quote #8 (Respondent 7): “They have to give them features that they do not get
anything anywhere else.”
Quote #9 (Respondent 8): “If you say it like that I think it is more what we… I work
in government and I think we should use them because there is no alternative and it
should be something that comes natural. I think it is natural for a lot of people to be
using them in a certain way.”
Quote #10 (Respondent 11): “I think if you can make clear what benefits are for
using a social platform to the older people, how much you can do with it. Maybe you
will get more people to use the technology. I think a lot of the older people, they do
not know the benefits of the social networking and how it is easy to use.”
Quote #11 (Respondent 14): “I think there should be a topic of interest for them.”
Quote #12 (Respondent 15): “There is an adequate promotion for academic-related
SNS. Personally, I do not have one, but from an advertiser’s perspective, the content
and interface should be interactive, and it is good to promote it through paid
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advertising, for example an online banner when someone browses the academicrelated site.”

Other factors

Quote #13 (Respondent 16): “I would say to try to put the academic related in a
more entertaining way or a more funny way maybe because all academic related
subjects are very serious and they can be looked as a serious aspect in life or in
general. It has the image of serious stuff. I would say try to put it in a more relaxed
way, maybe cartoons or maybe something funnier. Something less related to
seriousness.”
Quote #1 (Respondent 8): “Age groups plays an important factor in sharing
information”
Quote #2 (Respondent 9): “Age groups also play an important factor on how people
behave in social networking sites. There is really a big difference on how you
develop personally or what kind of tools you have or things you can use.”
Quote #3 (Respondent 11): “That depends on the person, the context. If I look at
myself, I use it more for my professional work and not to belong to a group or
something like that. Maybe that is also the age. If you have a younger people or a
younger group, they are finding their own identity and they want to belong to a group
and they use social platforms to collaborate in a group. Maybe like if you are
professional, I use it more to share knowledge, to gather knowledge or to connect
people. Those are my main goal.”
Quote #4 (Respondent 11): “They grew up with mobile phones and like with older
people for them it is difficult to use. It is new to them, they are not accustomed to like
the mobile world, the digital world. I think it depends on the age too.”
Quote #5 (Respondent 14): “Age, type of person (business like or common) and
maybe between female and male, there might be differences on sharing information.”
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8.4.

Survey Results
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Details
RESPONDENTS’ PROFILE
Age Group
Youth (below 25)
25 – 30 years old
30 – 40 years old
40 – 50 years old
>50 years old
Gender
Male
Female
Highest degree achieved

Percentage

36.67%
50%
10%
1.67%
1.67%
48.33%
51.67%

High-school
Bachelors
Masters
PhD
Current working experience
Working in an office

5%
76.67%
18.33 %
0%

Working outside the office
Student

11.67%
31.67%

Working
in
Research/Academic Field

51.67%

a

5%

SNS USAGE
How often?
Everyday

91.67%

A few times a week

3.33%

A few times a month
Never
How much time per day?
Less than 1 hour
1 – 2 hours
2 – 12 hours
More than 12 hours

5%
0%
18.33%
31.67%
48.33%
1.67%

What time in the day?
Morning – After waking up
On the way to work
Lunch break

17,86%
15.71%
17.14%

Afternoon – Going home
Evening – Before sleeping

Details
HONEYCOMB MODEL
Model has gaps?
Yes
No
Elements to be Added
Privacy
Power
Control (Authority)
Trust
Integration
Others: Medium of recreation,
Marketing, Boredom, Just for
getting information
SNS in General
Who benefits the most?
People using SNS
People/Company behind the SNS
Both
What to do with misleading
information?
Use common sense
Check other trusted websites/news
sites
Check if there are scientific
articles/publications for it

Percentage

Believe what friends think about it
Nothing. Just believe everything
you see
Others: Ignore, inform the user that
the post is fake

0.79%
0%

Regulations/Law
affecting
people?
Yes
No
Who it affects more?
Individuals
Companies
Both
Integration
of
SNS
functionalities for PLE?
Yes
Maybe
No
SNS technology for learning
should be encouraged in
schools?
Strongly Agree
Agree
Fair
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

21.43%
27.86%
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41.67%
58.33%
22.64%
7.55%
24.53%
20.75%
16.98%
7.55%

10.17%
33.90%
55.93%

34.65%
36.22%
25.98%

2.36%

66.10%
33.90%
17.95%
17.95%
64.10%

37.78%
28.89%
33.33%

11.36%
43.18%
22.73%
15.91%
6.82%

